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Preserving digital information has received steadily increasing attention since 1995.
However there has been little substantial progress towards resolving the key technical
challenges: first, ensuring the future ability to use producer’s information with
computers whose design cannot today be known; and second, creating durable evidence
so that each future user can prudently decide whether to trust saved information.
W e o u t l i n e a s o l u t i o n t o t h e s e c h a l l e n g e s— a s o l u t i o n t h a t w e c a l l t h e T r u s t w o r t h y
Digital Object (TDO) method. TDOs provide reliable packaging for any type of digital
object, no matter how distant its eventual recipients are in time, space, and
organizational affiliation from the information sources. Each preserved object carries
its own provenance audit trail. Information producers can pre pare documents for
archiving without help or permission from anyone. Archivists can add metadata without
communicating with producers. Consumers can test the authenticity of preserved
documents without human assistance.
Deep analyses and searching peer critiques are important as preludes to implementation
a n d d e p l o y m e n t o f a n y p r o p o s e d d i g i t a l p r e s e r v a t i o n s o l u t i o n . E a r l y t w e n t i e t h- c e n t u r y
philosophy and pictorial models help clarify dilemmas expressed in Archivaria articles
and elsewhere. Our analysis leads us to suggest that the TDO method achieves
technical quality against which any method of digital preservation should be judged.
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Preserving Digital Records

The use of digital technology to create records has reconfigured the traditional formal elements by
which records were recognized as authentic, allowed for the bypassing of procedural controls, and
made of physical custody an elusive concept.
If electronic records will ever be as trustworthy as records on traditional media, the practices by
which they are created, maintained, and used must be analyzed, and … developed.
[Duranti 4]

1 INTRODUCTION
The principal legacy of those who live by and for the mind’s work is written records, multi-media
recordings, and other data collections. They include information critical to democratic institutions and to
our well-being. Some authors assert that society is facing imminent risks to recent cultural heritage works
as well as to public and private sector information of practical importance.
Much of this content now begins in digital form. Some is available only in digital form. The content
includes additions to every branch of knowledge, culture, and business. The people who support the
information infrastructure deserve assurance that its best holdings will survive reliably into the future
along with their social security records, building permits, family photographs, and other practical records.
Absent sound procedures not in use today, their expectations will be disappointed.
Since the 1995 appearance of Preserving Digital Information [Garrett], little progress has been made towards an approach whereby substantial document collections could be safely archived for future generations. The needs have been articulated as:
Technology informs almost every aspect of long-term preservation. It is not widely believed that there will
be a single solution or that solutions can be achieved solely through technological means. … there is consensus around the following challenges: media and signal degradation; hardware and software obsolescence; volume of information … urgency because of imminent loss; and …
[NDIIPP, Appendix 1]

[Thibodeau] summarized 1998 digital preservation know-how with:
• proven methods for preserving and providing sustained access to electronic records were limited to the simplest
forms of digital objects;
• even in those areas, proven methods were incapable of being scaled [for] the expected growth of electronic records;
and
• archival science had not responded to the challenge of electronic records sufficiently to provide a sound intellectual
foundation for articulating archival policies, strategies, and standards for electronic records.

Apart from work outlined below, the situation in 2005 remains much as Thibodeau and others report.
The missing intellectual foundation is to be found in early twentieth-century philosophy. We suggest how
works by Ludwig Wittgenstein and his successors clarify confusions and perplexities evident in archival
and library science literature.
In §2, we harness scientific philosophers’ insights to analyze published difficulties and to devise communication models that incorporate long-term archiving (Figure 1). In §3, we outline digital preservation
methodology suggested by the philosophy and models—the TDO (Trustworthy Digital Object) method, a
work in progress. The current report does not go into technical details reported elsewhere. 1 In §4, we
provide analytical evaluation of the TDO method in the light of scientific philosophy and problems articulated by previous authors, especially those who published in Archivaria. 2

1

A careful treatment of TDO architecture is necessarily lengthy and more technical than is customary in Archivaria articles. Demanding readers are invited to voice critical assessments of our Trustworthy 100-Year Digital Objects articles ([Gladney 1] to
[Gladney 9]). These treat only the technical component of digital preservation, and are further limited to describing and justifying
the software aspects needed to counter technology obsolescence and human memory that fades over time. This work is almost
silent about uncontroversial aspects, such as attributes that provenance assertions should include and software that has long
been adequate for its preservation role, such as digital repository software.

2

Technical and business evaluations can be found in articles mentioned in footnote 1.
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Figure 1: A model of digital communication,
suggesting human questions and alternative pathways by which a document might move from its producer
to its eventual consumer. The numbers suggest copies that might be transformations of each other.

1.1 What are the Fundamental Challenges?
You know, Phaedrus, that's the strange thing about writing, which makes it truly analogous to
painting. The painter's products stand before us as though they were alive: but if you question
them, they maintain a most majestic silence. It is the same with written words: they seem to talk to
you as though they were intelligent, but if you ask them anything about what they say, from a desire
to be instructed, they go on telling you the same thing again and again.
Plato, Phaedrus

The TDO method handles technical aspects of digital preservation, mechanizing clerical procedures that
might distract information producers and custodians from preparing durable evidence—a responsibility
beyond what machines can provide because it requires the exercise of judgment and taste. For instance,
it does not address questions of selection into archival collections because the topic is not technical.
What might someone a century from now want of information stored today? That person might be a critic
who wants to interpret our writings, a physician consulting your medical charts of 40 years earlier, an attorney surveying fiduciary records, or your child constructing a family tree. The technical challenges include:
Ø Ensuring that a copy of every record survives as long as this record might interest someone; [Reich]
Ø Ensuring that consumers can use any record saved by its producers, avoiding errors introduced by
third parties that include archivists, editors, and programmers;
Ø Ensuring that any consumer can decide whether any record is sufficiently trustworthy for his use;
Ø Hiding technology complexity from end users (producers, custodians, and consumers); and
Ø Minimizing labor costs by automating clerical steps.
What makes preservation more difficult than other information services is similar to what makes computer
programming demanding. Information producers (authors, artists, programmers, …) must anticipate and
provide for every important need of their target consumers, without being sure what the purposes of those
consumers will be or knowing technical details of their computing systems.
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1.2 Why Write this Article?
Years ago, a friend taught me ‘Byzantine baseball’, and described it as the most useful game.
The Byzantine game, he maintained, is just like American baseball except that, when the ball is on
the ground, one may move the bases, and, when the ball is in the air, one may change the rules.
To play a Zen variant, one discards the ball.

The U.S. National Archives and the Library of Congress are each working to extend their collections to
digital records that might be the only complete carriers of the information they represent. Investigators
are finding that straightforward extensions of institutional practices developed in the past century are insufficient. This is partly for technical reasons, and partly because old methods require more human attention than is likely to be affordable for the flood of information people will want to preserve.
A crux of the problem is: "the futurity of the digital record and the digi tal copy, their future forms ever
predicated on a succession of recurrent "present-tense" actions, encompasses an enhanced potential for
mutability, for easy re-contextualization and multiform cultural construction and re-construction. This ease
is integral to digitization's very nature, … " [Koltun]
Koltun and others ([Beagrie], [Duranti 4]) have made assumptions that might seem natural from their perspective, but that are nevertheless unwarranted and limiting. One is that methodology long refined for
managing records represented by marks on paper can be adapted without conceptual change for digital
records. Another is that digital preservation challenges can be solved by amending current archival procedures with only little attention to digital object structure.
Some people seem to assume that nothing will be invented better than emulation or migration techniques
proposed before 1999 and rejected by the research library community. [Waters] This assumption has
apparently misled the custodial community, which seems to believe that the easy mutability of digital objects implies that they cannot be fixed as required by what it means to be an ‘archival record’.
A decade has elapsed since research librarians and archivists took up digital preservation as an important challenge. And yet the challenge remains. It is time to look at options that have not yet received
much attention. We need better understanding of the nature of the challenge, as well as practical ways to
address it. It is time to play Byzantine baseball, moving the bases from archivists’ topics such as diplomatics to information technology—the source of the difficulties, and changing the rules from the teachings
of post-modern philosophy [Cook] to those of scientific philosophy. [Sarkar].

2 ANALYSIS OF DIGITAL PRESERVATION DILEMMAS
[T]here seems no reason to believe that we are ever acquainted with other people's minds, [as]
these are not directly perceived … All thinking has to start from acquaintance; but it succeeds in
thinking about many things with which we have no acquaintance.
Bertrand Russell, On Denoting

Figure 1 reminds us that long-term preservation can be considered a special case of communication, and
that every step potentially involves representation transformation. The document 3 might have been
generated from any combination of text, analog sound, images, videos, and computer programs. The
transmission 0 to 1 involves semantics (expression of meaning with symbols) and transmission 9 to 10
includes interpretation (trying to understand what meaning the authors intended). 3 After a communication
has been completed, we can describe precisely (at least in principle) the transformation that occurred in
each step of 1è9. In contrast, we can say nothing objectively certain about the relationship of a conceptual input 0 or conceptual output 10 to any other object in the transmission channel.

3

Two observers of the same scene might interpret what they see quite differently; for instance,
“… if you see this leaf as a sample of 'leaf shape in general' you see it differently from someone who regards it as, say, a
sample of this particular shape. … Of course, there is such a thing as seeing in this way or that; and there are also cases
where whoever sees a sample like this will in general use it in this way, and whoever sees it otherwise in another way. For
example, if you see the schematic drawing of a cube as a plane figure consisting of a square and two rhombi you will,
perhaps, carry out the order "Bring me something like this" differently from someone who sees the picture three
dimensionally.”
[PI, Part I, §74]
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Reversible transformations are particularly useful. 4 For instance, each Figure 2 frame represents what I
want to convey, a particular tour of English cathedrals. I have represented this first as a geographical
map, then as a (mathematical) directed labeled graph, then as a sequence, and finally as a (mathematical) relation. To understand my message from any depiction, its viewer needs to know which conventions
I am using to distinguish what is essential from what is accidental. [McDon ch.viii] Both reversible and
irreversible transformations are implicit in what follows. §2.6 needs to mention them explicitly.
What ‘reversible’ means depends on what the producer regards as essential to his message and
what he considers accidental. Distinct record versions are so common in communication that we
rarely mention them.

origin
Winchester
Salisbury
Exeter
Gloucester
Worcester
St. Albans

Winchester to Salisbury to Exeter
to Gloucester to Worcester
to St. Albans to Westminster

destination
Salisbury
Exeter
Gloucester
Worcester
St. Albans
Westminster

Figure 2: Four depictions of an English cathedrals tour

2.1 Which Philosophical Teachings Might Help?
According to an influential doctrine of Wittgenstein's, the task of philosophy is not to solve problems but to
dissolve them by showing that there were really none there. This doctrine has its limitations, but it aptly fits
explication. For when explication banishes a problem it does so by showing it to be in an important sense
unreal; viz., in the sense of proceeding only from needless usages [of language].
[Quine §53]

We want to help any information consumer decide whether documents he receives are authentic. Given
technical means for preserving evidence (§3.2)—means whose adequacy can be objectively assessed—
what remains is an ethical task. We want to choose what’s good [Moore, I,6], both technically and
ethically. To analyze the quality with which that task has been achieved in any instance, we need clarity
about the boundary between objective facts and subjective values, opinions, and choices.
Language has limitations that obscure not only what people wish to convey, but also our own—or
anybody’s—discussion of these limitations and of practical methods of communicating as precisely as
possible. Bertrand Russell, Ludwig Wittgenstein, Rudolf Carnap, and Willard Quine teach the importance
of sorting objective from subjective, methods of describing semantics with minimal assumptions, and how
to map natural language into corresponding formal assertions.
Preservation solutions will depend on intuitive invention that we cannot explain. Analysis does not teach
us what is correct, but instead exposes what is surely incorrect. [Hertz p.8] Nevertheless, it is realistic to
hope that eliminating inadequate methodologies, together with insight into why each is unsatisfactory, will
help us design to meet our objectives. The ideas we have found most helpful are:
(1) Wittgenstein’s distinction between objective and syntactical concerns, on the one hand, and subjective and semantic concerns, on the other hand [TLP], eloquently summarized by:

4

A transformation is called ‘reversible’ if it neither adds nor deletes essential information.
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Positivism holds—and this is its essence—that what we can speak about is all that matters in life, whereas
Wittgenstein passionately believes that all that really matters in human life is precisely what, in his view,
we must be silent about. When he nevertheless takes immense pains to delimit the unimportant [i.e., the
scope and limits of ordinary language], it is not the coastline of that island which he is bent on surveying
with such meticulous accuracy, but the boundary of the ocean.
[Janik, p.191]

(2) Wittgenstein’s teaching that every use of language—a word, a sentence, a report, a book—is comprehensible only in the context of innumerable other communications.
From where does our investigation get its importance, since it seems only to destroy everything interesting—that is, all that is great and important? … What we are destroying is nothing but houses of cards, and
we are clearing the ground of language on which they stood.
The results of philosophy are the uncovering of one or another piece of plain nonsense … that the understanding has got by running its head up against the limits of language.
[PI, §118-9]

(3) Carnap’s grounding a few objective definitions using mathematical relations ostensively and teaching
how to articulate more complex objects constructive ly. [LSW ]
(4) [Quine]’s methodology for converting everyday language into relatively unambiguous expressions
that conform to formal logic.
The purpose … of an ideal logical language (which would of course be wholly useless for daily life) is twofold: first, to prevent inferences from the nature of language to the nature of the world, which are fallacious
because they depend upon the logical defects of language; secondly, to suggest, by inquiring what logic
requires of a language which is to avoid contradiction, what sort of a structure we may reasonably suppose the world to have.
[Russell]

(5) [Brown]’s and Levy’s analyses of the historical and social roles of documents—particularly documents represented on paper—and the pervasive importance of trust relationships.
[F]or Socrates (as for Plato) written forms are pale shadows of their human counterparts. They may
speak, but they are incapable of dialogue, the Socratic path to wisdom. … But [this] fails to get at what is
most extraordinary about written forms. For it is exactly in … the repeatability of their speak that they are
most powerful. The brilliance of writing … is the discovery of a way to make things speak, coupled with
the ability to ensure the repeatability of that speak.
[Levy ch.1]

2.2 Word Distinctions Sought and Distinctions Avoided
In everyday language it very frequently happens that the same word has different modes of signification—and so belongs to different symbols—or that two words that have different modes of signification are employed in propositions in what is superficially the same way.
In this way the most fundamental confusions are easily produced (the whole of philosophy is full of
them).
[TLP 3.323 & 3.324]

Today’s difficulties in finding sound conceptual and technical bases for long-term digital preservation have
their origin partly in how people use words. Any discussion of document quality 5 depends on what language symbols mean. 6 For instance, a problem with relationships suggested by Figure 3(a) is that, if you
say, “X is authentic”, I might infer that X was also useful for whatever we were talking about. In contrast,
Figure 3(b) suggests that authenticity is made up of integrity and provenance qualities, that a useful object might not be authentic, and that an authentic object might not be useful.

Figure 3: Possible relationships of meanings; (a) is unsatisfactory, and (b) works well.

5

By ‘document quality’ we mean whatever attributes of digital content are important for the conversation of the moment, including
at least security, reliability, historical validity, beauty, intelligibility, and usefulness.

6

Misunderstanding contributes significantly to failures of trust and security—perhaps more than deliberate falsification.
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We sometimes want to make distinctions that other people overlook or intentionally wrap into a more
general case. We also sometimes want to avoid vernacular distinctions because we intend to discuss
what different situations have in common.
The current article is particularly careful with ‘record’ and ‘archive’. It uses ‘record’ loosely, frequently as a
synonym of ‘document’ and sometimes as a portion of a computer file that can be fetched independently
from the fetching of any of its siblings. To avoid ambiguity, whenever it means what professional
archivists mean by a record, it uses ‘archival record’. It uses ‘archive’ and its derivatives to denote an
institution that collects and serves archival records to its clients.

2.2.1 Identifiers and ‘the same’
The assignment of identifiers to works is a very powerful act; it states that, within a given intellectual
framework, two instances of a work that have been assigned the same identifier are the same, while two
instances of a work with different identifiers are distinct.
[Lynch]

The management of document versions and derivaSuppose a man takes two points and draws a line
tives depends on names and identifiers. Notwiththrough them:
standing admonitions to the contrary, applications
often assume that digital objects associated with the
same identifier must be identical, although this constraint is not explicitly called for.7 The assumption
He then shows me two points and tells me, “Do the
might be appropriate if the referent is a computer
same”; and I draw this line:
program whose versions behave differently. On the
other hand, publishers often use a single ISBN for
different printings of a book, even if later versions
correct errors and add new material.
Am I necessarily wrong? If he says, “No, I told you
to do the same”', I may say. “Well, this is the same.”
IETF [RFC 1737] alludes to, but does not define
Or suppose we take a circle and inscribe in it a penta‘resource’. Interpreters often ignore common
gon, and then a square, and then a triangle. And we
meanings, assuming that ‘resource’ always refers to
now say, “Go on and inscribe a biangle.” He might
a single object that is all ‘in one place’ even though
perhaps draw a diameter. “'Now go still further,
no such constraint is explicitly specified. A resource
inscribe a monangle.”
might consist of distributed, mobile, and ephemeral
He might draw some figure:
pieces, as is the case for ‘the British fleet’.
Notice [Lynch] use of ‘the same.’ [LW 39] teaches
how much freedom we have and how subtle the issues are. Consider ‘is similar to’ and ‘the same’ for
If we said, “But that is different”, he might reply,
the simplest models, and “I am not inclined to call
“Well yes, of course. But then the pentagon was difanything” (text box) the same as selections you
ferent from the square, and the square was different
might have made. Even elementary choices are
from the triangle.”—What is the continuation of
subjective. Do ‘11001010001’ and ‘11001010001’
that line, and why shouldn't we say that this is?
mean the same thing? The answer must include, “It
Or he might say, “There is no such thing”—which
would come to “I am not inclined to call anything
depends on the conversation we are having and,
the continuation of that line.”
even within this context, you might have to ask me.”
[LW 39, Chapter 24]
In ordinary conversation, we often use signs that
look different to mean the same thing. A word or
phrase takes on meanings that we share within a context as a matter of social convention. Even context
boundaries are social conventions. We choose particular shared meanings and shared contexts because we find doing so to be useful.

7

IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) [RFC 1737] reads, “The same Uniform Resource Name will never be assigned to two
different resources.”
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2.2.2 Synonyms for ‘write’, ‘read’, and ‘speaks for’
A seminal work on computing security uses ‘speaks for’ to denote agency. Although [Lampson] is analyzing fidelity in nested program invocations, its treatment applies also to messages in a social hierarchy,
such as a corporation. Written work can be viewed to ‘speak for’ some authority.
This way of looking at documents also sets up a strong parallel between documents and people. Each in
their own way are talking things. This is hardly an accidental parallel. Documents are exactly those things
we create to speak for us, on our behalf and in our absence. And in speaking for us, they take on work,
they do jobs for us. And not unlike people, they often wear uniforms which broadcast the roles they're
intended to play. A newspaper, a cash register receipt, a greeting card, a detective novel—each of these
has a distinctive look that's meant to signal what it's for and the kind of content it's meant to carry. [Levy]

The parallel between [Levy] and [Lampson] is striking and purposeful. And Emily Post’s Etiquette speaks
for unnamed arbiters of good manners. How broadly ‘speaks’ might be used is illustrated by:
French, who sculpted the statue of Lincoln that stares out on the Reflecting Pool, studied ... Lincoln's life
mask. ... Embarking ... to begin his first term as president, Lincoln said, “I now leave, not knowing when,
or whether ever, I may return, with a task before me greater than that which rested upon Washington.” ...
[only] when I saw again the look on Lincoln’s face that French had captured did I understand.
French knew Edward Miner Gallaudet, founder of ... the nation’s first institution of higher learning for deaf
people. Lincoln signed the bill that chartered the college. Look at the statue. Lincoln’s left hand seems to
spell out in American Sign Language the letter A, and his right hand, the letter L. ... [E]ven if it's just a legend, it’s another way Lincoln speaks to us today.
[Buckley]

In the current article, we use as synonyms verbs such as ‘see’, ‘hear’, ‘read’, and so on; nouns for information producers, such as ‘author’, ‘artist’, ‘speaker’, and so on. For distinguishing facts that can be objectively known and communicated from concepts that cannot be reliably communicated, communication
modality is irrelevant. However, we use the nouns ‘(information) producer’ and ‘(information) consumer’
to refer specifically to human roles suggested by Figure 1.

2.3 Why Focus on Reliable Documents?
Institutional efforts towards long-term digital record-keeping have focused on repository characteristics,
rather than on information structure. For instance, [Beagrie]’s declared approach to authenticity is to:
Develop a framework and process to support the certification of digital repositories. ... their absence has
been an impediment to assigning trust. Model processes, including checklists for certification reviews,
should be developed incorporating the community-approved attributes of trusted digital repositories, …

How can a repository protect its content against improper changes? Not without technology and business
controls that few archival institutions can afford or manage well. [Beagrie] weaknesses include that:
♦ It depends on an unexpressed premise—that exposing an archive’s procedures can persuade its
clients that its content deliveries will be authentic.
♦ It does not identify objective certification criteria—only subjective guidelines. It does not identify risks
and failure possibilities, much less mechanisms to minimize the frequency and impact of each.
♦ Repository reliability would be insufficient. One must also block chicanery in the Internet.
♦

Certifying archival procedures is inherently more expensive and less reliable than collecting objects
bound to their own audit trails. Occasional institutional audits cannot prove content authenticity.8
Notwithstanding that we communicated the factors above when the [Beagrie] authors requested critiques
of their 2001 draft version, its published version continues to depend on archival procedures that require
certification. We repeat, “‘Trusted’ should not be used when what is meant is ‘trustworthy’.”
The archival literature fails to consider who decides to trust and when the decision is made. Human
trust relationships come into existence only when one individual knows another sufficiently to be confident that some limited responsibility will be faithfully discharged or that certain specific risks will be
avoided. Trust relationships are extended from individuals to corporate entities by agreements made
8

The reader of a century-old document would have to assume that, during the entire time the archive held the document, no
lapse in management controls permitted the key content to be improperly modified. For information of critical importance to this
consumer, such an assumption might not be prudent.
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with human agents of those corporations and tend to be more explicit, both in their scopes and their
damage commitments, than are those between individuals. Someone who breaches trust conferred
is likely to suffer adverse consequences. These might be explicit, but are often indirect (e.g., if the
babysitter ignores my wailing child, I will not employ her again).
Trying to construct a ‘trusted’ digital repository is likely to be a waste of resources. For long-term digital preservation, it's even the wrong objective! In a century or so, no one will care about the capabilities and weaknesses of today’s repositories. Instead, consumers will want to know whether digital
content they have fetched into their own workstations is credible.

2.4 Objective and Subjective: not a Technological Issue
What roused [Karl] Kraus's resentment ... was the mingling of opinion and fact involved in presenting news
slanted by political interest. ... specifically distorted in the free mingling of ... rational objectivity and subjective reaction, that was the deliberate aim of the feuilleton. ... it was a subjective response to an objective state of affairs, ... laden with adverbs and especially adjectives; so much so, that the objective
situation was lost in the shuffle. …
For the bourgeois Viennese … the feuilleton was the high point of all journalism, ... To Kraus, however,
the feuilleton destroyed both the objectivity of the situation described and the creative fantasy of the writer
[preventing] the reader from making any rational assessment of the facts of the case.
[Janik, p.79]
Wittgenstein's radical separation of facts from values can be regarded as the terminus of a series of efforts
to distinguish the sphere of natural science from the sphere of morality, [by] Kant, … Schopenhauer, and
… Kierkegaard. … [T]he model theory of the proposition became the basis upon which Wittgenstein could
give scientific language a sure basis, while drawing an absolute distinction between what language says
and what it shows—that is, what is ‘higher’.
[Janik, p.197]

Imagine your writing an essay comparing Hamlet to King Lear. Your statements might oscillate from side
to side of the objective/subjective boundary—the boundary between what can be mechanized and what
must forever remain a human judgment or value decision. Readers are well served by authors who
signal what they consider objective and what is opinion.
The Figure 1 representation 1 might be deficient, omitting details needed to disambiguate the conceptual
object 0 from similar objects. Even if the author crafts 1 well enough to avoid this difficulty, it will contain
accidental information that the reader has no certain way of distinguishing from what the speaker
considers essential. 9 No reader can be given a sure prescription for constructing his own conceptual
object 10 to be identical to the conceptual object 0. The opaque steps 0è1 and 9è10 embed
uncertainty that cannot be removed by technology.
Machine assistance is available only for steps between 1 and 9. We regard the signal channel as perfect
if 9 is a faithful copy of 1 (i.e., if 1=9). Whatever errors make 9 differ from 1 might be so small that the
consumer does not notice them. If the errors are larger, he might tolerate and discount them, or might
reject what he receives as inauthentic. Technology is not the main barrier to reliable communication.

2.5 Dynamic Objects: a Lesson from Copyright Law
[R]ecord-keeping processes [for] reliable textual electronic records and the maintenance of their authenticity are likely inadequate for more complex record types … This point [is] illustrated by … the challenge …
for ensuring the reliability and authenticity of records that lack a stable form and content. Ironically, the
ease with which these records can be manipulated has given those who generate them … a new reason
for keeping them: ‘repurposing’. Makers and distributors of digital music …, for example, often obscure the
meaning and cultural value of their records by treating their form and content merely as digital data to be
manipulated to generate new records, decontextualizing them from the activity by which they were produced. The potentially wide dissemination of repurposed documents threatens the authenticity of the
original materials, as well as their authors' moral rights.
[Duranti 4]

We disagree with “dissemination of repurposed documents threatens the authenticity of the original materials.” It is the availability of masters that Duranti questions.

9

For instance, communication by speech always has specific pitch (tenor, soprano, …), but pitch is usually irrelevant to the conceptual message. Pitch would be relevant if the communication were a symphonic performance, or in some Chinese dialect.
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Releasing only derivative recordings is neither a new practice nor a consequence of digital technology. It
is a legal prerogative of an owner. What deserves preservation is often the same as what merits copyright protection. Copyright is not usually available without fixing10 the protected work. [Nimmer]
Any performance can be described by a sequence—a function P(t) of time t—which can readily be fixed.
A repeat R(t) of an earlier performance P(t) is called authentic if it is a faithful copy except for a constant
time-shift, tstart, i.e., if R(t)=P(t-tstart).11 This seems simple enough and capable of describing any kind of
real-world situation whatsoever, expressing what we mean for both digital and analog records. Its meaning is, in fact, simpler for digital documents than for analog recordings, because digital files already reflect
the sampling uncertainties associated with recording performances that are continuous in time.
In addition to confusion about performances, several articles express difficulty with fixing databases. An
information producer has various possibilities—to save and fix one or more of a snapshot12 of the database state, a log (audit trail) of transactions that have occurred, and the current database programs
(which might differ from what was first installed on the machine in question.) The last option might present engineering and legal (copyright) challenges, but not conceptual difficulties, for technical reasons
discussed in our Trustworthy 100-Year Digital Objects article series. 13 The first two are functions provided by DBMS (Database Management System) software. 14 A current snapshot and a log can be combined to create a snapshot for any past time within the range of the log.
No technical work suggests that preserving digital dynamic objects present any new or difficult conceptual
problem. As far as we know, the authors expressing difficulty with digital recordings of performances do
not have similar difficulty with older analog methods for recording musical or television performances, or
with managing business records. What is different for digital representations is merely the ease and frequency of change and of copying. “All documents are fixed and fluid …” [Levy p.25]

2.6 Can Digital Communication be Faithful?
The archival literature pays little attention to the fact that several representations of any digital object are
typically available concurrently. (Figure 1) Systems select which to use for every application, and transform them if doing so is helpful. For instance, human users cannot easily interpret representations such
as ‘…01110001010…’ at 3-3’ in Figure 4. Software can transform the content. The 3-4-5-3’ rectangle
suggests machine support that is so common that we rarely mention it.

10

‘To fix’ has several distinct meanings. The current article uses ‘fixed’ and ‘fixing’ exclusively in the sense used in copy right law.

11

Here, R(t) and P(t) denote signal sequences as functions of time t.

12

The precise analog of a database snapshot in a conventional financial reporting system is a balance sheet. The analog of a log
is a financial journal. The analog of a database management program is a set of rules for recording transactions.

13

We emphasize ‘conceptual’. The engineering task complexity should not be underestimated. A scientific database might have
several hundred tables whose relationships need to be preserved along with the tabular data if the database is to be reused with
different DBMS software than that in its original environment. To re-create behavior without saving an entire DBMS (that would
be more difficult than the method [Heuscher] describes) the metadata must include descriptions of advanced DBMS features
(constraint assertions, triggers, user-defined functions, access control rules, and so on). SQL can be used, but it should be
noted that the SQL:2003 standard is over 2000 pages long, and that different DBMS products conform to different extents.

14

The outputs might report only complete transactions, as is the case with IBM’s DB2 product.
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Figure 4: The Figure 1 model depicting delivery by hard copy, analog signal, and digital network,
and suggesting copying that might occur and create derivative objects.

Suppose that an information consumer talks to its producer about a photograph of an alabaster bust—an
image that the producer has previously sent. The consumer might cause a binary image 3 in the producer’s PC to be copied into an identical binary image 3’ in the consumer’s PC. These people might then
converse about the screen images 4 and 5; 4 is a derivative object of 3 created by rendering software in
the producer’s computer and 5 is a derivative of 3’ created by similar software in the consumer’s computer. Almost surely, the consumer will be shown something different from what the producer is shown. 15
Compare the passage:
The ideal preservation system would be a neutral communications channel [that does] not corrupt or
change the messages transmitted in any way. … In abstract terms, we would like to be able to assert
that, if Xt0 was an object put into the box at time, t0, and Xtn is the same object retrieved from the box at a
later time, tn, then Xtn = Xt0 .
However, [we show] that this cannot be the case for digital objects. … So, the black box for digital preservation … includes a process for ingesting objects into storage and a process for retrieving … and delivering them to customers. These processes, for digital objects, inevitably involve transformations;
therefore, the equation ... Xtn = Xt0 cannot be true for digital objects.
[Thibodeau]

Such language suggests that only a single copy is to be found in each network location, rather than
multiple copies, such as 3 and 4 in the producer’s PC. X5 = X4 would be difficult to achieve. It cannot be
proven to have been achieved. In contrast, X3’ = X3 is easily achieved and demonstrated.
[Thibodeau]’s conclusion, “Xtn = Xt0 cannot be true for digital objects” is misleading, as anyone who fought
for the [U.S.] Digital Millennium Copyright Act, can tell you. Figure 4 suggests how much care is needed
to identify to which information objects a conversation refers.

2.7 The Original, Versions, and Authenticity
There seems to be a sense that digital information needs to be held to a higher standard for authenticity
and integrity than printed information. … This distrust of the immaterial world … has forced us to … examine definitions of authenticity and integrity—definitions that we have historically been rather glib about—
using … verifiable proofs as a benchmark. … It is much easier to devise abstract definitions than testable
ones. When we try to define integrity and authenticity with precision and rigor, the definitions recurse into
a wilderness of mirrors, of questions about trust and identity.
[CLIR 92, Lynch]

Authenticity is a subtle topic complicated by people’s tacit expectations—expectations that modern
technology can often satisfy. However, a rigidly traditional notion of authentic is neither warranted by the

15

If the rendering software packages in the two machines are not identical, different pictures will be shown even though 3=3’.
Even if this problem does not occur, it is unlikely that color rendering by the phosphors of the two video monitors is identical.
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facts, nor practical. For instance, it makes little sense to assert that the only authentic rendition of a
musical work would be as it was heard in its first performance.
Of course, it would have been ... amazing revelation to have heard [Bach’s cantata] Wachet auf in Leipzig
under Bach’s direction [in] 1731, but no amount of wishing will make it happen.
[Leppard]

What is now meant by ‘an authentic recording’ was socially defined in the twentieth century when widespread quality broadcasts began and when long-playing records became inexpensive.
Archivists have long grappled with the notion of authenticity, and have developed community consensus
both on criteria (see the Appendix) and on associated definitions:
The concepts of reliability and authenticity as expressed in archival discourse are posited on a direct connection between the word and the world and are rooted, both literally and metaphorically, in observational
principles. A reliable record is one that is capable of standing for the facts to which it attests. Reliability
thus refers to the truth-value of the record as a statement of facts and is assessed in relation to the proximity of the observer and recorder to the facts recorded. An authentic record is one that is what it claims to
16
be and that has not been corrupted or otherwise falsified since its creation.
[MacNeil 1, p.39-40]

For designing software that can communicate evidence, we need more guidance than this style of definition provides. We need to apply Wittgenstein’s boundary between objective facts and subjective values.
Both facts and values are important. For an operational ‘authenticity’ definition, we need to ma nage their
interplay. We have provided a definition compatible with that above and suitable for every kind of object. 17 We call the Figure 1 object 9 authentic if it is sufficiently similar to the original object 1.
We must confront the impossibility of objective choice for ‘the original’ version of any information object,
except sometimes as a matter of social convention. Easy editing eliminates any vestigial usefulness of
colloquial meaning for ‘the original’ of a digital document. More generally, easy change destroys any a
priori notion of the boundaries between versions. We can, however, define ‘version’ objectively, but need
to defer doing so until after §3.2 provides a sufficient basis.
We can easily construct an objective fact corresponding to any expression of a subjective value, opinion,
or choice. For instance, the claim, “On 6/1/01, John Doe said, ‘I believe P.’” is objective, even if it happens to be false. Provenance metadata might include such assertions, conforming to the pattern, “X said
S as part of the historical event Z”.18

3 THE TRUSTWORTHY DIGITAL OBJECT METHOD
Starting about four years ago, we sought an archival record format that can convey provenance evidence
suitably for reliable testing, leaving to other scholars all subjective values and judgments. 19 The TDO representation is the result.

3.1 Digital Object Schema
Because a record is assumed to reflect an event, its reliability depends on the claim of the record-maker to
have been present at that event. Its authenticity subsequently depends on the claim of the record-keeper
to have preserved intact and uncorrupted the original memory of that event through the faithful preservation and transmission of its physical manifestation over time.
[MacNeil 1]

In ancient times, wax seals impressed with signet rings were affixed to documents as evidence of their
authenticity. A digital counterpart is a message authentication code fixed firmly to each important document. If a digital object is sealed together with its own audit trail, each consumer can examine this evidence to help him decide whether to trust the content. This can be made to work matter how distant the
16

Here, “posited on a direct connection between the word and the world and are rooted, both literally and metaphorically, in observational principles” conforms precisely to Carnap’s and Quine’s views—the central tenet of logical empiricism.

17

[Gladney 9] shows how to define ‘authenticity’ precisely and concisely with mathematical notation inappropriate for Archivaria.
Justification of this definition is lengthy, partly because it includes examples that we think will please readers.

18

The description Z might include much more information than implied by a simple conventional notion of essential provenance
data. As suggested by [METS], Z might be extended to include any descriptive information that a producer or an archive manager chooses. The content of Z is likely to be used for selecting which records are returned in archival searches, thereby affecting how the searching consumer sees history. The potential for abuse is significant; see §4.3.

19

We do not suggest that objectively represented facts are more important than opinions.
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consumer is in time, space, and social affiliation from the document’s producers. Producers—authors,
editors, and archivists—can make any record trustworthy by binding metadata and test procedures to it
durably and reliably, i.e., to be firmly attached over time and proof against otherwise undetectable modification.
To prepare the object set that makes up a work, an editor converts each bit-string into a durably intelligible representation [Gladney 2] and collects the results, together with metadata prescribed by standards (e.g., [METS]), to become the payload of a
new TDO. (Figure 5) In addition to its payload, this
TDO must include a protection block into which the
editor loads metadata described in [Gladney 3]. This
block can also record relationships among parts of
the new TDO and between it and other objects. The
final construction step is to seal this bundle with a
message authentication code signed by the producer.20 Any Figure 5 content bit-string can itself be
a TDO. In a valid TDO,
1) The content bit-strings and metadata are represented in computer-independent ways. 21
2) The metadata include identifiers for the work’s
current version and for the set of all its versions.
3) The TDO includes or links to all programs and
metadata needed for interpretation and evidence.
4) Every critical link to another TDO is secured by
the message authentication code of the linked
object.
5) The contents listed above are packaged as a
single bit-string and sealed with a producer’s
certificate based on public key cryptography.
6) Each such cryptographic certificate is grounded
in the public key of a widely trusted institution.
Figure 5: Trustworthy Digital Object structure
This scheme, described in detail in [Gladney 3], can
depicting encapsulation of content with its essential
be used to provide durable authenticity evidence that
metadata as a TDO, and suggesting internal and external
is as good as is feasible in principle and better than
links. [Gladney 3 §3.2] provides a detailed description.
is often available for documents on paper. This can
be done again by each successor in a production and custodial sequence. Each successive custodian
might add to or change what he receives, but cannot alter the bit-string he receives without damaging it.
He must instead convey his changes in a new content bit-string. 22

3.2 Reliable Evidence
Who is to decide what evidence is important and what tests are worth applying? That must be each
consumer of a preserved document. He might receive archivists’ assistance, but ultimately his risks
cannot be effectively shared. The prudent consumer will weigh his cost for testing evidence against his
risks of a wrong decision. Producers can do no more than guess what consumers will find persuasive.
Technology can minimize the testing costs. An object’s producer can make it trustworthy, but only
its consumer can judge whether it is to be trusted.

20

Textbooks describe the effectiveness and construction of message authentication codes and public key cryptography.

21

See the OASIS public registry at http://www.xml.org/xml/registry.jsp. As of 2004, it identified more than 240 registered schema.

22

Changes can be expressed as a bit-string that is to be understood as replacing its source, or as a table of changes.
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Books on paper carry evidence accidentally (as side effects of how the artifact has been handled), embedding a great deal of information not planned by their authors. Furthermore, the social infrastructure
for producing paper renditions—social infrastructure reflecting more than a century of trials that established what ‘works’—has not been matched by any counterpart for digital renditions, at least not yet.
Since digital documents have relatively little accidental information, their producers should consider creating and embedding evidence similar to that provided by side effects of publication on paper.
The TDO method helps the consumer by providing him evidence in the form of metadata sealed with the
content at issue. This authenticity evidence will depend on other TDO’s content. Links (references) are
secured by sealing with the message authentication code of the referent. (We call this ‘reliable linking’.)

3.3 Record Versions: Audit Trail and a Trust Model for Internet Users
The use of digital technology to create records has reconfigured the traditional formal elements by
which records were recognized as authentic, allowed for the bypassing of procedural controls, and
made of physical custody an elusive concept.
[Duranti, 2004]

What might lead a Figure 1 consumer to consider a bit-string to be a faithful copy of an authentic archival
record? He is likely to require that all the following characteristics seem to him to be truly satisfied:
1) That neither sloppy handling nor deliberate mischief has impeached the veracity of the record copy
delivered to him;
2) That the underlying record (document) be described by a credible provenance assertion as described
in §2.7 and more completely in [Gladney 9];
3) That at least two people who are unlikely to collude in misrepresentation have agreed that the record
content is honestly and adequately described by the corresponding provenance assertion; and
4) That all the information just mentioned is reliably bound together and has not been changed since the
earlier event of agreement.
This specification avoids implying any particular method. To justify a proposed solution is likely to require
lengthy arguments. A skeptical observer might force a method’s advocate to demonstrate that not even a
clever opponent can breach the claimed security without incurring unreasonable expense.
An archival institution is likely to assert that its content deliveries meet such requirements. If it manages
paper-based records, it is further likely to mention business controls protecting against its records against
alteration during delivery to or by any client. 23 However, age-tried methods are poorly suited to serving
clients by Internet delivery.
TDO structure (Figure 5) and a particular discipline of constructing the derivative of a work suffice for
choosing a helpful ‘version’ definition. A custodian who receives a TDO that he trusts (by seeing that it is
certified by the public key of the producer, with whom he is acquainted) should package the received
version in a new TDO that he (the receiving custodian) certifies under his own public-key signature. 24 He
can include his changes and comments in new bit-strings in the new TDO. The TDO protection block
([Gladney 3, §3.2]) provides structure for conveying relationships between his new content and what he
received. He can do all this without making any change to his received content. To create a complete
history, editors might need to create a new provenance statement as part of every version creation.
Creating such a new TDO this can made convenient by embedding it within the workflow from author to
editor, to publisher, and eventually to widely accessible repositories. We therefore define ‘version’ by
saying that a new version of a work is created whenever a custodian certifies a representation of
the work and turns this over to a new custodian who validates the embedded provenance
information and signals his validation by certifying also. 25 I.e., custody transfer is the event that
defines a version, and the very first such transfer defines when the work is "born digital."

23

Such archives usually require a client to travel to their facilities to inspect any holding and impose constraints for artifact safety.
For instance, visitors to the U.K. Public Record Office (PRO) sit in a room under the surveillance of a uniformed overseer. The
PRO also records who handled each holding. Such practices might lead archivists to state their requirements in terms of the
physical integrity of a document instance, and of the premises and procedures of the archival institution.

24

This encapsulation can be either direct or by way of a reliable link to the TDO he received.

25

This definition can surely be adjusted to work also for information stored on paper.
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We call the earliest such version ‘the original’ of the work. Its choice is a unilateral decision by an
‘author’.
Consumers will judge authenticity differently for different object genres, using socially agreed criteria for
what changes of the object at hand are acceptable relative to the original version. [Gladney 9] Because
consumers cannot generally resolve their doubts by witness testimony, information producers (including
any agents who add to what is transmitted) should provide sufficient provenance data for consumers’
anticipated questions. Unless the producer protects a digital copy’s content and metadata with a
cryptographic authentication code, it might suffer improper alterations that no consumer can detect.

3.4 Shifting the Loci of Trust
Digital repositories deliver two principal services: copies of their holdings and search results. What users
want is that information they receive be trustworthy. They will not usually care about or be able to evaluate a repository’s security procedures.26 While I would value a reliable British Library signature certifying
the authenticity of a document downloaded over the Internet, I wouldn’t much care whether the document
was copied from a British Library repository or from somewhere else.
If the object is accompanied by an authenticated (‘digitally signed’) digest, we can check whether … its integrity has been maintained by recomputing the digest from the object in hand and then comparing it with
the authenticated digest. But our confidence in the integrity of the object is only as good as our confidence
in the authenticity and integrity of the digest. We have only changed the locus of the question to say that if
the digest is authentic and accurate, then we can trust the integrity of the object.
[CLIR, Lynch]

This passage is correct as far as it goes, but stops too soon. It should mention that one can transfer the
loci of trust from numerous objects that are individually relatively large to a much smaller number of small
objects—from document copies to a few cryptographic keys whose secret portions—the private keys of a
few widely trusted institutions. Such keys can be protected easily and inexpensively against improper
disclosure. The TDO method does so. It binds three generic sources of trust—information with which a
consumer can decide whether to trust the provenance and integrity of a TDO:
1) The context of cited documents, especially linked TDOs, whose contents can be judged for consistency with the content at issue;
2) Access to prior TDO versions, either by including them in the TDO payload ([Gladney 3, §3.5]) or by
their availability by Internet searches based on shared resource identifiers; and
3) Links to descriptors of each TDO’s producers and, through them, to a network of identity certificates
rooted in the public keys of respected institutions. ([Gladney 3, §4.3])
Such mechanism requires that each information consumer be able to validate the public keys used to
seal bit-strings. Here, ‘validate’ means ‘verify that the public key belongs to the purported person and
decide to trust that person for the kind of information protected by the associated certificate.’ This will
often need to be done recursively, checking certificates that assert the validity of other certificates. This
can be made convenient for information consumers with software yet to be described.

3.5 How Bureaucratic Records Differ from Cultural Works
The emphasis and jargon in articles about preserving governmental records are so different from those
about preserving cultural works that readers might think different methodology needed. For instance:
Unlike other types of information objects … records are created within a universe of discourse where there
is often a high degree of shared information and expectations among participants. … In such contexts, important information isoften conveyed by form, as well as by substance. … Common knowledge … provides a
systemic check … on the reliability of their records. … To enable parties who were not participants in a process
to understand the records of that activity, … an archival system should … convey information about the types of
records typically produced, the … form of each type, the relationships between processes and records, and
also the implied knowledge … common to participants or …
[Thibodeau]

A typical national archive accession is likely to be a collection that has been subject to agency procedures
and accumulated under administrative control similar to archival controls. Each collection member will be

26

This does not imply that librarians and other information service agents can ignore their repository’s trustworthiness.
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an archival record—information about a specific historical event whose context is communicated by
metadata and by the member’s position among sibling records. Accessioning archivists are likely to have
opportunity to collaborate with agency records administrators to augment metadata about the collection.
In contrast, a typical research library holding is a work of individual authorship that some professional
cataloguer accessioned into the collection without having received much evidence of its historical significance or of its relationships with other holdings, and without contact with any author’s agent.
People rarely care as much what an authoring bureaucrat thought as they do about how the record is related to the agency’s objectives. The author’s thoughts about his output might even be administratively
pre-empted by the content. For instance, in contract litigation, conventional interpretation of the words of
the written contract has unconditional priority over what the agreeing parties might say they intended.
The specific words used in office records are of interest if each is used similarly wherever it occurs. Uniform jargon occurs because employees share culture. A collection is likely to have many occurrences of
each pattern, and the number of relationship instances within such a collection is likely to be much
greater than that within or between cultural works. Such circumstances tend to make ontological analysis
interesting for office collections and suggest why ‘knowledge management’ is a high priority in investigations regarding office records.
In contrast, the author of a cultural work is likely to want to convey original conceptual structures as well
as complex and novel relationships with prior works. He is likely to try to represent mental constructs in
ways that help readers achieve similar mental constructs. In turn, a diligent reader will want to tease the
author’s ideas from the written representation.
Business record circumstances are different from those for cultural collections many ways (Table 1). In
Figure 5 terms, articles about preserving bureaucratic records tend to deal with processes for constructing
the metadata describing record sets, whereas articles about preserving cultural works address diverse
topics, including file representations and metadata schema. However, the basic preservation technology
can and should be the same for all record classes.
Table 1: Comparing bureaucratic archives with research libraries
Typical ingestion
source

The records manager of a government
agency or commercial enterprise

A publishing house editor or an
individual author

Typical unit of
accession

An organized collection of
administratively-related documents

A single work

Repository
managers’ focus

Conformance to archival principles of
what it means to be a historical record

Content description to help patrons find
each holding and anticipate its content

Data file formats

Uniform within a collection, and often
relatively simple

Possibly several relatively complex
data formats and rendering programs

Metadata

Shared by the records of a collection

Unique for each work.

Historical context

Mostly records of the same collection, or
at least from the same agency

Mostly works by authors not affiliated
with the author of the work at hand.

Cost of creating
each record

Relatively low (0.1 man-hour to 5 mandays, e.g., for a contract)

Relatively high (1 man-day to 10 manyears, e.g., for a book)

4 DISCUSSION
In less than a century we have progressed from an information-poor world to a world in which large populations are information-rich. Expectations have become very high. For instance, while we each spend
roughly a decade learning how to mark paper to be intelligible to others (writing) and to interpret those
marks (reading), we expect digital information to be intelligible without our having to extend our early
schooling. Many radical changes of social expectations accompany the shift from document representations on paper to digital documents.
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We encounter assertions that digital preservation is urgent if we are not to lose cultural heritage content—
assertions that imply inevitable loss if action is not prompt. The situation is not quite so dire or simple.
Bit-strings are saved helter-skelter on enterprise storage and in home collections that eventually are relegated to attics. Much of this might be lost, but much will also survive for long periods, and would yield its
treasures to hard-working digital archeologists. The urgency is not a matter of imminent permanent loss,
but rather an economic urgency—that prompt actions would be much less expensive than leaving our
descendants a massive recovery task. The benefits of early attention will be apparent within a decade.
Automation software must anticipate and handle every likely aberration before it occurs. This has often
forced re-examination of concepts that we take for granted, and does so once again for information
preservation. For instance, we found it essential to reconsider how to secure record-history evidence. A
financial control principle—that every likely opportunity for misbehavior should be structured to involve at
least two participants unlikely to collude in fraud—can be adapted for creation of provenance evidence.
This motivates the hand-over of a sealed record by its custodian to another custodian who also seals it.
Transformations are required within even the smallest digital computers. Intentional and accidental information are invariably confounded. (§2) This helps explain why we strongly recommend [Nimmer]’s
essay on what merits copyright protection—a pattern inherent in some fixed version of a document. 27
No reader should be surprised either that the solution to an information technology challenge is an exercise in software engineering, or that analyses of proposed solutions draw heavily on philosophy. Much of
the latter might seem to be mere common sense. It would not have seemed so a century ago. Since
then scientific philosophers have been immensely successful in persuading Western scholars to accept
and teach their views and methods.

4.1 How TDO Methodology Uses Philosophy
Schopenhauer's attack on the Scholastic residue in Kantian thought ... makes morality immediately dependent upon feelings and intentions. The sphere of facts and the sphere of values, which in Kant were
distinct but by no means separate, come to be separated widely in the philosophy of Schopenhauer. In
the thought of Soren Kierkegaard, this separation becomes an unbridgeable chasm.
[Janik p.156]

The TDO methodology is influenced by twentieth-century philosophical/logical/mathematical teachings.
Careful attention to rules and procedures originates in formal logic. Wittgenstein’s discussions of rules
[Kripke] help explain how his teachings apply. Specifically, philosophy teaches:
• The objective/subjective distinction emphasized by [TLP].
• That misleading language impedes achieving the trust essential for effective communication. 28 We
consider how authors use critical words, and decide whether each sentence expresses a fact or an
opinion. Such distinctions help us stay within the engineering role in order to avoid infecting technical
solutions with value judgments.
• That no document is comprehensible except in the context of other documents. Words and sentences
take meaning only from their contexts. [PI] What is important is what we find useful.
• That nothing can be automated except procedures whose execution requires no more than a finite
number of steps. (Church-Turing Thesis).

27

I have been told that the point made here is very subtle. In any message, even a very simple message, what the information
producer wants to communicate is a pattern, but he cannot do so without the representation of his message including accidental
information. For instance, in each Figure 2 representation of a cathedral tour, part of the intentional pattern represents the fact
that Winchester is visited immediately before Salisbury. That we provide four different representations might help the consumer
understand which facts are irrelevant (to the intention of the producer). For instance, the reader is likely to have appreciated
that the fact that Salisbury is shown to be west of Winchester in the geographical map is not part of the intended pattern, but accidental information.
However, [LW 39] reminds us (in the §2.2.1 text block) how fragile successful communication is. [McDon ch.viii] explicates
successful communication as being the situation in which the producer and consumer share conceptual structures—structures
that are inaccessible except by way of further messages in which, in turn, what is essential is confounded with what is accidental.

28

Inattention to the meaning and intent of key words, phrases, or sentences can make consequent reasoning and conclusions
incorrect or misleading. Potential misunderstandings between different professions figure prominently.
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• Ways to map any subjective statement to an objective one [Quine], and to construct descriptions of the
world. [Carnap] Any proper archival record conforms to the pattern “X wrote S under circumstances
Z.” (§2.7) S is a possibly subjective statement. Z is a provenance assertion. This propositional
scheme embodies what archival literature demands.
• That digital documents are a social construct that has been engineered to be similar to traditional
documents. In particular, the social role of digital documents mimics that of older forms. [Brown],
[Levy] We focus on similarities in our analyses of trust relationships for archival records.
We have used language games 29 to learn and show how to describe abstractions such as ‘evidence’ and
‘authentic’. The language game is analysis of messages into pieces whose potential imperfections we
can describe. We emphasize attention to objectively decidable aspects, separating these from subjective
factors. For any subjective factor, we identify whose choice is most important.
We avoid abstractions (empiricism, postmodernism, …, authenticity, integrity) for justifying technology,
focusing instead on what a clever, well informed, and prudent human being will prefer and do. 30

4.2 Justification in Lieu of Proof
Many of the arguments in this paper apply to whatever digital preservation method might be proposed.
We need to establish confidence in any preservation methodology long before its potential beneficiaries
might discover any hidden errors or oversights. The cost of deployment of any preservation technique
will be high. The cost of using it for large numbers of documents will be much higher. We should
therefore ferret out methodological error before deployment. Rigorous examination should occur before
production software is written—examination by prototypes, by pilot installations, by peer evaluation, and
by the most searching logical evaluations possible. This motivates painstaking analysis of the
philosophy, standardization, and procedures for packaging and administering digital documents. 31
We cannot prove engineering solutions correct, but can identify shortfalls to avoid. Logical proof is out of
reach for the assertions in this article, because there exist neither proof rules nor an axiomatic basis.
Plausibility relative to common experience and basic ethics is as much as we can manage.
Anyone who contests our assertions has the opportunity to provide a counter-example that persuades us
and independent observers. Absent specific criticisms in an environment that encourages public comment, it is prudent to accept assertions from careful analysis.

4.3 Archivists’ Postmodern Angst
32

… the growing incredulity of metanarratives that is at the heart of postmodernism, the globalization of
media and commerce, their enabling world-wide communications of computerized networks and telecommunication satellites, the resultant information explosion in the wired world of instant 24/7 work and recreation, and a concomitant information fragmentation into hundreds of channels, thousands of niche markets,
and millions of Web pages—all these challenge the very possibility of metanarrative.
[Cook]

Postmodern philosophy emphasizes the contingent and contextual nature of writings—the idiosyncrasies
of speak—whereas preservation preparation records historical events—when? where? spoken by whom?
and so on. Postmodern concern is with subjective assertions, not about truly empirical facts.
[Koltun] has raised issues of archivists’ roles: “ease [with which records can be changed] is integral to
digitization's very nature, and means we now need to ask more urgently how intrusive archivists will be,

29

To philosophers and scientists, games are not frivolous. “We can also think of the whole process of using words … as one of
those games by means of which children learn their native language. I will call these games ‘language games’ …”[PI, Part I, §7]

30

This guides early phases of design. In later phases, we will focus on the needs of naïve users.

31

Nobody knows how to transfer the costs of preservation effectively to its beneficiaries. Some form of charity seems essential.
Perhaps this is why commercial enterprises have not entered the field.

32

Proponents of postmodern philosophy have not agreed on its tenets and boundaries. For the current article, we accept the
[Derrida] preface at face value, leaving it to critics to evaluate whether doing so is appropriate.
"Simplifying to the extreme," Jean-François Lyotard writes, "I define postmodern as incredulity towards metanarratives." [Cook,
p.22]
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and allow others to be, in use and manipulation." 33 As with this, unwritten technical assumptions pervade
cited Archivaria articles. For instance, the following passages assume that management by an archival
institution is equivalent to preservation action.
With the rapid emergence of unavoidable, radical new software or digital storage techniques …. the future
may soon hold uncalculated challenges, shifts, muteness, and losses of data, along with utter irreversibility, making data unreadable, context irretrievable, or functions inoperative. … digital data can destroy two
archival distinctions upon which professional action is founded. They can displace authors and
sources, and they can ignore the ethical boundary, the rite of passage to continuity, permanence, and inviolability, which is represented by the transfer of a record to an archives. [sic]
[Koltun]
After the records have been presumed or verified authentic … and have been transferred … to the preserver, their authenticity needs to be maintained …. In order to do so, the preserver must carry forward
the records … producing copies according to procedures that also maintain authenticity.
[MacNeil 2]

We can analyze the issues into distinct topics.
(1) The fluidity of digital records allegedly makes it impossible for them to become proper archival records. However, [Gladney 1] shows how to fix records to prevent surreptitious changes without
hampering commentary or the creation of versions and derivative works.
(2) Metanarrative is inevitably influenced by social circumstances, and sometimes by political agendas.
In the archival record pattern, "X said S under historical circumstances Z" (§2.7), postmodern concerns have to do with the content S, with repository managers’ choices of which statements S are
brought into a collection and which are excluded, and with descriptive metadata content Z.18 However, they do not affect what we report—how to secure historical evidence in digital records.
(3) The information that might be worthy of preservation is so much increased and increasing that archival institutions and their staffs might be unable to cope, at least not with traditional methods.
The number of people who work with information—reading, executing, creating, and updating—is large
and growing. It is larger than ever before both absolutely and as a population fraction. This is only partly
because of the amazing decrease in information costs. 34 In addition, the citizenry of the wealthy nations
is better educated and has more time than ever before for discretionary activities.
We are experiencing democratization of information creation and use. Resources that have heretofore
needed mediation by specialists are increasingly accessible to almost anyone. 35 The economic trends
are changing the roles and methods of most knowledge workers and of all information enterprises. They
will surely affect not only professional archivists, but also archival institutions.
For instance, consider an alternative repository structure36 enabled by Internet pervasiveness, by massive
affordable storage, and by software for file sharing without central servers or databases, software for a
small group’s digital library that is more attuned to its needs than a university library [Witten], and software
for automatic bit-string replication [Reich]. A group library package [Gladney 1, Figure 2] that combined
these with rule-guided management routines could be deployed over thousands of small computers to
replace the repository services of archival institutions. 37 Each group would specify the access and replication rules for the TDOs that it provides. Little further human administration would be needed.
The current article need not speculate further about imminent changes. We believe them inevitable. We
further believe that archivists and archival institutions would serve their best interests by confronting the
possibilities squarely and participating in molding the future.

33

An outsider’s answer is that we, the users of archival collections, would prefer archivists not to intrude at all.

34

Here, ‘cost’ includes the human time costs of learning how to use digital machinery and of exploiting it.

35

For instance, I do not have a secretarial assistant for manuscript preparation. Stenographers have almost vanished as a profession, not primarily to save wages, but rather because we can write better and more quickly without them.

36

This scenario is not intended either as a prediction or as a recommendation for action. It is intended merely to suggest that
imminent structural changes might be radical. It is technically attractive. However, we have not yet thought it through sufficiently to be confident that it encounters no difficult business or technical obstacle.

37

What would be the effort to create such software? With open-source software that is available today, probably 10 to 20 manyears work. Why has it not yet been done? Arguably, there has (not yet) been sufficient economic motivation.
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4.4 Comparative Evaluation and Ethical Imperatives
The InterPARES Authenticity Task Force asserts a perpetual need for preservation activity. [MacNeil 2,
§1.3] In contrast, a proper TDO retains its archival validity and utility as long as nobody tampers
with it, thereby avoiding significant authenticity risks and large perpetual maintenance costs. An appendix suggests how the TDO architecture meets the InterPARES benchmark authenticity criteria.
The current report is silent about either corroborative evidence or evidence within any TDO payload. We
do not, however, assert that cryptographic audit trails will be sufficient evidence under all circumstances.
Diplomatics [Duranti] might continue to have a role, but the flood of digital documents is likely to limit its
application to a small fraction of preserved content, and to force that it is used mostly by scholars and
other commentators, rather than by archivists, because it is expensive in human time and expertise.
No further technical evaluation is needed here. [Gladney 1] and other articles cited have compared the
TDO method to alternatives. These reports and the current article set minimal quality criteria for
digital preservation technology.
How we should apply technology is not a technical issue, but rather an ethical question. The TDO
method addresses automation that can supplant human efforts. Ethical and normative precepts for the
content of records, for selection into collections, and for third-party creation of metadata and search
tools—aspects that necessarily include subjective choices—are mostly beyond what we discuss.
For the same reasons as Karl Kraus “resented the mingling of opinion and fact” (§2.4), we do believe that
every preserved information producer should do his best to signal whether each statement
expresses a subjective opinion about values or an objective fact about the world or an event.

5 CONCLUSIONS
Never has access to information that is authentic, reliable, and complete been more important, and never
has the capacity of … heritage institutions to guarantee that access been in greater jeopardy. Recognizing the
value that the preservation of past knowledge has played …, the U.S. Congress seeks … solutions to the
challenges [of] … preserving digital information of cultural and social significance.
[NDIIPP p.1]

A decade’s attempts by library and archival communities have not produced a digital preservation
solution. The challenges were caused by the incursion of digital technology into a previously mostlypaper world. Digital technology can also provide the solution. The TDO method emphasizes the
similarities of digital documents to more traditional forms—particularly how trust relationships are
managed—in order to create digital archival records that satisfy archivists’ criteria refined by years of
critical thinking. We believe that:
Ø Sufficient fundamentals are known for making any digital document survive forever in useful form.
Engineering effort will be needed to provide economical tools for end users and repository managers.
Ø Achieving trust by audit trails built into digital documents will be surer than seeking this objective by
defining certified institutional procedures.
Ø Basing institutional practices on the solution for individual documents will achieve economies not accessible to “Trusted Digital Repositories” [Beagrie], [NDIIPP].
Ø Consumers’ decisions about digital content authenticity and completeness can be made entirely by
analysis of the evidence within properly constructed TDOs and their referents.
The world will probably eventually choose a single architecture38 for preserving and sharing its digital
record of history, and use this for an increasing fraction of the historical record. It is no exaggeration to
say that the digital preservation topic is about managing of most of the history of the future. This
expectation justifies every practical effort to validate that any proposed digital preservation method is
sound and widely understood.
The topic is too important for anything short of fully open debate the merits and weaknesses of any
purported solution. We believe that our analysis justifies the TDO method to the extent scientific that
reasoning can accomplish.
38

There might instead be a very small number of designs whose record formats are mutually convertible.
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InterPARES Authenticity Requirement [MacNeil 2] excerpt

How TDO methodology handles it.

§1.2 Assessing Authenticity: the preserver's inference of the authenticity of electronic records must be further supported by evidence … that they have been maintained using … procedures that either guarantee their continuing identity and integrity
or at least minimize risks of change from the time the records were first set aside to
the point at which they are subsequently accessed.

Each TDO carries or reliably links to its
authenticity evidence. Surreptitious TDO
changes are prevented.

§1.3 Production of Authentic Copies of Electronic Records: After the records
have been [appraised] authentic, and have been transferred from the creator to the
preserver, their authenticity needs to be maintained by the preserver [by] … producing
copies according to procedures that also maintain authenticity.
Any [type] of copy is authentic if attested to be so by the official preserver.

Other than bit-stream backup, TDO custodians should do nothing. Action other than
including a TDO in the payload of another
TDO will destroy authenticity evidence!
See §3.3 about authenticity assertions.

2.2 Verification of Authenticity: verification of authenticity [establishes] a correspondence between known facts about the record and the various contexts in which it
has been created and maintained, and the proposed fact of the record's authenticity.

TDO validation is by establishing that its
seal is valid and re-sealing only TDOs
from trustworthy acquaintances. See
[Gladney 3 §4.3].

§A.1 Expression of Record Attributes and Linkage to Record: attributes [specified
elsewhere must] be expressed explicitly and linked inextricably to the record … to
establish a record's identity and demonstrate its integrity.

See [Gladney 3, §3].

§A.2 Access Privileges: the creator [manages] access privileges concerning the
creation, modification, annotation, relocation, and destruction of records. Effective
implementation … involves the monitoring of access through an audit trail.

Not needed because sealing prevents
surreptitious alteration.

§A.3 Protection against loss or corruption: the creator [manages] procedures to
prevent, discover, and correct loss or corruption of records.

Not needed because the seal makes evident inappropriate change.

§A.4 Protective procedures: Media and Technology: the creator [manages effective] procedures to guarantee the continuing identity and integrity of records against
media deterioration and across technological change;

Computer file backup provides this to
compensate for hardware and media deterioration and change.

§A.5 Establishment of Documentary Forms: the creator has established the
documentary forms of records …

Record forms are established by published
standards or community conventions.

§A.6 Authentication of Records: … specific rules regarding which records must be
authenticated, by whom, and the means of authentication. [A]uthentication is understood to be a declaration of a record's authenticity … by [an official].

By sealing, an information producer converts a digital object into a signed TDO.

§A.7 Authentication of Authoritative Record: if multiple copies of the same record
exist, the creator has established procedures that identify which record is authoritative
… as one of the components of a records retention schedule.

Not required, because digital copying is
perfect, including maintaining all seals.

§A.8: if … records [move] from active status to … inactive status, which involves the
removal of records from the electronic system, the creator [manages transfer of] documentation … to the preserver along with the records.

Producers convert of ordinary digital objects to TDOs before of sending them to
an archival repository.

§B.1 Controls over Records Transfer, Maintenance, and Reproduction: the procedures … used to transfer records to the archival institution must be [under business
controls that] guarantee the records' identity and integrity.

Rules for converting digital object into
TDOs and transferring these to an archival
repository must be managed.

§B.2 Documentation of Reproduction Process and its Effects: is an essential
means of demonstrating that reproduction is free from pretence or deceit.

Part of the prior requirement.

§B.3 Archival Description: the archival description of the fonds containing the electronic records includes … information about changes the electronic records of the
creator have undergone since they were first created.

TDOs are never changed except by destroying their TDO-property.
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